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**ABSTRACT**

Tablet computers are increasingly used in school classrooms. However, despite the fact that these devices are conceived as single-user devices, and most games or apps developed for them are designed for single-users, pairs or groups of students usually use these devices. Surprisingly little research has been done to explore the ways in which these devices support or not children’s collaboration – instead research has focused on larger tabletop computers, or on collaboration around configurations of multiple tablet computers. In this paper we present a case-study analysis of pairs of children playing single player tablet games together. We use a combination of temporal video analysis and the Collaborative Learning Mechanisms (CLM) framework previously developed to understand collaboration around surfaces. This analysis aims to unpack collaborative interactions around these devices and identify ways in which successful and less successful collaborations occur. A comparison of our findings to previous studies of interactions around larger tabletop surfaces reveals some of the ways interactions around tablets differ to these. We use these understandings to begin to outline some of the issues to take into consideration when facilitating and designing for children’s collaboration around single tablet computers.

**1 Introduction**

Collaboration plays an important role in children’s learning. Through collaborative processes, children explain and question their understanding of learning tasks, which acts as a trigger to their learning (Lai, 2011). Collaborative processes have been viewed both as a means to cognitive learning, and as a way for children to develop their social and emotional skills. It is thus not surprising that researchers working in the area of digital technology and learning have explored the ways in which collaboration can be engendered through the technology. Tabletop surfaces, in particular, have been a focus of much of this past work owing to their opportunity for multi-touch interactions and physical resources shared by different children (Falcão and Price, 2009). In addition to contributing new insights on how to design collaborative tasks that capitalize on multi-touch affordances (e.g. Falcão and Price, 2009; Fleck et al., 2009), or developing new analytic tools for studying collaboration (e.g. Fleck et al., 2009), this previous research has looked at the way that such technologies support the process of collaboration.

Despite a rich body of research evidencing the opportunities of multi-touch tabletop technology in orchestrating collaborative situations, technology use in the classroom has been increasingly reliant on small surfaces - namely tablets. Given the collaborative potential these devices are touted to offer, and the limited financial resources available at schools, research has shown that teachers will often request children work in pairs using tablet-based apps teaching curriculum specific skills (Fallon and Khoo, 2014). However, these apps are frequently designed without collaboration as an explicit objective (Benton et al., 2018; Falcão and Price, 2009). Furthermore, evidence suggests that classroom interactions around tablet computers are frequently only loosely orchestrated and teachers can be unclear on how to support children’s collaboration around them in practice (Davidsen, 2016). This can lead to potentially uncollaborative situations where asymmetry of action exists, with the learning potential of the tablets remaining un-realised (Dillenbourg, 1999). Thus our research is motivated by classroom practice, and aims to understand if and how collaborative learning can occur around single player tablet games for literacy. This understanding has the potential to inform best practice around the use of single player tablet games in the classroom, and also the design of new games-based learning tasks that facilitate collaboration around such surfaces.

In order to do this, we take the approach of seeking to understand the process of collaboration that unfolds around these games by studying the temporal interactions between pairs of children aged 9-11 through three case studies. The pairs were familiar with each other, and two of them shared a friendship. Our findings show that children’s collaboration is highly dependent on their joint collaborative orientation, i.e., their reciprocal positive attitude to work together on a task and motivation in seeing another child succeed in the task. When children’s orientation is collaborative, it leads to highly intertwined forms of coordination where the single resource, ‘tablet’, becomes malleable to both children’s action and influence. We also find that the game mechanic plays a key role in whether coordination is followed by elaborative, symmetrical collaborative conversation. Conversely, when children approach game play as a solitary activity governed by sequential rules of turn-taking, joint attention is not achieved, leaving one of the children excluded from the activity. Building on our findings, we offer implications for designing or facilitating productive collaboration around tablets. We also highlight implications for designing tasks that support the duality of individual and collaborative modes of learning, and discuss how our findings compare to previous work looking at collaborative learning around tabletop surfaces.

**2 Relevant Work**
Definitions and Concepts of Collaboration

Previous research has found a relationship between collaboration and learning in a range of digital technology configurations such as traditional setups, tangible or tabletop tasks, and so on. Whilst some of this work presents improved learning outcomes as evidence that a particular technology has supported effective collaboration (e.g. Do-Lenh et al., 2009; Piper and Hollan, 2009), other research focuses more on the process of collaboration, seeking to understand the precise mechanisms of collaboration around these technologies, and the role they play in learning (Fleck et al., 2009; Rick et al., 2009; Davidsen, 2016). This latter body of research, and the perspective we explore in this paper, has been motivated by the view that a deeper understanding of how collaboration works, and how it can be effective, can inform both design and human interventions that strengthen the quality of children’s learning.

Before we begin to ask how collaboration in learning is achieved, however, it is necessary to define it. Taking a view that emphasizes togetherness and joint activity, Dillenbourg (1999) defines collaborative learning as “a situation in which two or more people learn, or attempt to learn something together”. A number of approaches have been used to explore how children collaborate during educational activities around technology, and in particular peer ’exploratory’ talk is often studied as a window into this (Kucirkova et al., 2014) Exploratory talk involves children’s justifications of their reasoning and suggestions for alternatives, and has been associated with positive learning outcomes (Mercer, 1994; Mercer and Wegerif, 1998).

Similar to Dillenbourg, Lai (2011) talks about collaboration as “a mutual engagement of participants in a coordinated effort to solve a problem together”. Lai’s definition appreciates the additional importance of coordination, i.e., the assurance that all collaborators are working on the same task. This view emphasises that the process of collaboration involves both discussion and activity around the learning task, as well as work to monitor and coordinate the on-going learning activity (Fleck et al., 2009). Therefore, past empirical research has not only considered children’s talk, but has shown that collaboration is accomplished through both verbal and non-verbal behaviours (e.g. gesture, touch) reflecting an embodied view of interaction and learning (Fleck et al., 2009; Davidsen, 2016).

Surfaces and Collaborative Learning

The opportunities that surfaces offer to children’s collaborative learning have been explored extensively in previous research albeit predominantly in tabletops (e.g. Hornecker at al., 2008; Rick et al., 2009; Falcão and Price, 2009; Fleck et al., 2009; Ioannou et al., 2013). Exploring how touch shapes collaborative learning on the tabletop, one study examined how children aged 7-10 interact (verbally and non-verbally) around a single-touch and multi-touch tabletop surface (Harris et al., 2009). The findings showed that there was more task-based talk when children had simultaneous control of the surface (multi-touch condition). In comparison, when only one child could interact with the surface at a given moment (single-touch condition) there was more talk about turn-taking, with children showing stronger mutual awareness than in the multi-touch condition. They also found that the verbal participation of students was equal in both multi and single touch conditions, although physical participation was much higher in the multi-touch condition given the possibility for simultaneous action (Rick et al., 2009). Therefore, through distributing control over the task, multi-touch may have facilitated more learning related to the task, whereas the restrictions on control in the single touch situation led to children practicing turn-taking, i.e. general collaborative skills. While this work suggests that both the surface itself and the task design can impact on children’s emergent social interaction, Ioannou et al (2003) show that group dynamics play an equally important role, with some children often dominating the interaction with the tabletop and the solution to the task.

In contrast to tabletops, there is less research that specifically focuses on tablet surfaces. One exception is work by Falloon (2015) who held focus groups with primary school children aged 8-11 about their perceptions of tablets in collaborative learning exploring the role of tablet affordances in collaborative action. Children valued the tablet’s portability as it fostered more movement, and found it easy to share media through display visibility. Nonetheless, while tablets technically allowed for multi-touch interactions, perhaps due to the size of the screen, the children preferred turn-taking rather than crowding and confusing the ground rules of the interaction.

In another study, Falloon and Khoo (2014) looked at the process of collaboration around tablets, focusing on the quality of 5-6 year old primary school children’s talk while using tablets in pairs. The authors compared their findings with past empirical work arguing that children’s talk around closed tasks (e.g. quizzes) was less ‘thoughtful’ than what they observed in the open-ended tasks of their study. What is also notable in this research is that children were collaborative in the sense that ‘there were few disputes and disagreements’, yet despite engaging in on-task conversations, the quality of these was not predominantly critical. Conversely, empirical research on multi-touch tabletop surfaces has challenged the view that ‘disputes’ are negative to collaboration. What may look like unproductive collaboration for on-task learning can be beneficial for re-establishing collaboration. For example, children’s actions can intrude on, or block the actions of others as they work around multi-touch, or tangible surfaces. While disrupting and taking time away from the learning task flow, these actions can also foster children’s mutual awareness about the task and bring everyone back to the same goal (Falcão and Price, 2009; Fleck et al., 2009). Therefore, as Davidsen (2016) explain, the role that different behaviours may play in collaboration must be interpreted ‘in context’.

3 Research Motivation and Questions
To summarise, although tablet-based apps are often designed for individual use, their use by pairs or groups of children is ubiquitous in everyday classrooms. A number of researchers have previously argued that the hype around tablet use in the classroom has not been met with adequate empirical research that unpacks the role of the tablet in children’s collaborative learning (Falcão and Price, 2009; Clark and Luckin, 2013; Haßler et al., 2015). Therefore, it has not yet been established if the shared use of apps on a tablet, whose design does not specifically promote symmetrical actions between children, constitutes a collaborative situation that engenders interactions triggering learning, and more so, how this happens. Classroom research, in particular, has shown that primary school children’s interactions around tablets are loosely orchestrated by teachers, suggesting a potential knowledge gap in how to construct these kinds of situations (e.g., Davidsen, 2016; Halloluwa et al., 2018). Therefore, research in this area could contribute a new theoretical understanding of collaboration under a prevalent classroom scenario, as well as provide teachers with much needed digestible and actionable advice on how to construct a collaborative situation with tablets in the classroom (Dimitriadis et al., 2013). The present research seeks to address this gap through exploratory case study research.

Collaboration is a complex socially constructed process, taking place over time. As the aforementioned studies show (e.g., Falcão and Price, 2009; Ioannou et al., 2013; Falloon, 2015) collaborative learning is shaped by the design of the hardware, the software, the nature of the learning task, as well as the learners’ ways of engaging with the task and with each other (also see Mercer, 1994). Moreover, it is not limited to talk, but is performed in multimodal ways in service of two mechanisms: collaborative discussion and coordination (Fleck et al., 2009). This conceptualisation of collaborative learning highlights a methodological challenge, i.e., the need to understand the social complexity and temporality of collaborative processes. In applying a situated, multiple case study approach that considers three pairs of children playing a tablet game we aim to unpick the complexity of context. Given the dearth of research in this area, our exploratory approach informs the following research questions:

• Does collaboration occur when children play single-player tablet games? Under what conditions does collaboration occur?
• What characterizes this collaboration, how does it evolve, and when is it productive?

4 Methodology

Research Approach

We take a multiple case study approach to build a rich account of how the process of collaboration unfolds and is achieved by three pairs of children when playing a tablet game. The game was designed for single player interaction and supported single touch. Case studies typically focus on smaller units that are bounded by the phenomenon of interest. In our study, the case is the child pair jointly using the tablet. Case study research is appropriate when the researcher seeks to understand a phenomenon in its context without intervening on the events (Flyvbjerg, 2006; Yin, 2018). In foregrounding the role of context, it is possible to investigate subtle and temporal interactions between multiple variables of interest. In our research this was deemed important to understand the dynamics of collaboration and to identify the possible differences between each pair of children. To accomplish this, we conducted a micro level video analysis of the three child pairs’ interactions during their game play.

One of the often-cited criticisms of case study research is their lack of statistical generalisation. As both Yin (2018) and Flyvbjerg (2006) explain, case studies may not yield generalisations to populations but support ‘analytic generalization’ by contributing new and testing existing theoretical propositions (also Stebbins, 2001). In the case of our research, we seek to generate theoretical insights about collaboration and digital surfaces that confirm and expand existing theory in the area of collaborative learning and social interaction around surfaces.

Participants and Context

The research reported in this paper was part of a broader research project exploring the remedial value of learning games for struggling readers aged 9-11. Twenty children participated in the research who were identified by their school as struggling readers. The children were recruited by one of the authors and all attended a primary school located in London, UK. Besides their need for additional practice in the domain of reading, the children had no other reported difficulties. Four children were removed at a time from class to play a tablet game called Word Matter in 30-minute weekly sessions for a total of 10 weeks, excluding a one-week school holiday.

At the start of the study, the children were provided with an instructional session to ensure their understanding of the game’s learning goals and the game mechanics. The children went on to use the tablet individually except for the final session where it was possible to investigate the collaborative potential of single player tablet situations. In this final session, all of the children used the games in pairs with each pair playing the game between 15-20 minutes. Only three of these pairs had given consent to participate in video observations and form part of the present study. Therefore, six primary school children participated in total in this part of the research comprising four boys and two girls. Two of the pairs were friends (Daniel and Arthur; Nina and Penny) and the third pair (Kyle and Sam) had gained a familiarity over the nine previous weeks to the study. This final session was facilitated by a researcher who had previously participated in the design of the games and was also observed by one of the authors of this paper. Children were asked to work together on the tablet, which was placed between the children flat on the table surface. Children self-organised in pairs based on
their existing seating arrangement, meaning that children who had chosen to sit closer together played together. Figure 1 demonstrates the technology set up (to maintain children’s anonymity a line figure is used to reproduce a video still).

![Figure 1 - Two pairs of children playing the tablet-based game. Left (case study 1): Daniel and Arthur have joint physical access to the tablet; Right (case study 2): Sam uses his body to restrict access to Kyle’s view of the tablet.](image)

Mirroring reports of classroom practice with tablets (e.g. Davidsen, 2016; Halloluwa et al., 2018), if the facilitator detected that there was territorial behaviour over the tablet by one of the children, the children were prompted to negotiate its use.

The research followed the ethical guidelines of the British Educational Research Association and was granted ethical approval by our University ethics committee. All of the children and their parents provided informed consent prior to their participation. Parents gave written consent for their children prior to the study. In contrast, the consent process with the children was managed by the researcher on the first day of the study. Children were provided with an information sheet and consent forms written in child friendly language. As the children engaged with the written materials, the researcher verbally discussed its contents with them to ensure they understood the nature of their participation. In respecting children’s anonymity, we use pseudonyms when reporting children’s quotes.

**Game**

The game, Word Matter, was designed to teach children reading skills found in the primary school curriculum. It was delivered through a set of nine mini game activities. Each game activity had a discrete learning aim that the child was presented with at the onset. As children’s mastery was built up, the child unlocked new game characters that represented their progression and also unlocked new games. Therefore, in playing the game, the children had a degree of autonomy to choose a game mechanic and reading skill they wanted to practice from those they had unlocked.

Within the current dataset, three mechanics were encountered by the child pairs (see Figure 2):

- **‘Junk Yard’**: this game required the player to segment words in syllables or morphemes and then to stack the word parts (which transform into junk) into rows, similar to a Tetris timed mechanic. The child could engage in correct segmentation, but lose in the game if the stacks were not arranged quickly.
- **‘Field’**: this was a non-timed game where the children must identify which linguistic rules apply to a stream of suffixed words that appear one by one. The learning aim of this game was to develop children’s metalinguistic knowledge.
- **‘Mail Delivery’**: the player had a parcel to deliver while trying to avoid monkeys who want to steal the parcels. Once at the customer’s door, the player needed to tap as many times as the syllables of a word presented earning bananas as rewards for the correct answer.

![Figure 2 – Games from left to right: Junk Yard, the Field, Mail Delivery](image)

**Video Analysis**

As we described above, the data used in this study is from the final week of game play. During this week children played the game on the tablet in pairs, with three pairs in total granting consent to participate. Each child pair was video
recorded for later video analysis (Derry et al., 2010). The camera was placed discretely on top of a book case with a front view of the children playing the games. The recording took place during the entire game play session. To contribute to a better contextual understanding, we temporally aligned the video recordings with game logs that indicated which game and what content each child pair was viewing.

Instead of selecting specific ‘critical’ interaction events, given our goal to understand the temporal unfolding of children’s interaction, we engaged in a micro level video analysis of the entire session. While Yin (2018) proposes the use of time-series analysis in case studies to test specific propositions that take place over time, our aim was to produce a descriptive temporal account of children’s patterns of collaboration, lack of, or breakdown. Reflecting our multimodal focus on collaboration, we paid attention to the verbal behaviours of the children (e.g. when they voiced out game content) and their non-verbal behaviours (e.g. when they used their hands to tilt the tablet) documenting how they shape the next sequence of events. For example, while one child was playing the game, another physically intervened to influence game play, resulting in the first child moving the tablet closer to her body. Additionally, reflecting our interest in exploring how technology mediates collaboration, we documented the role of game and tablet in shaping interaction. For instance, the portability of tablets both supported coordination when used as a shared space on the table, and impeded on coordination as children at times kept the tablets close to their body. Whilst past work with tabletops has sometimes focused on the spatial dimension of interaction given the size of the surface (e.g. Brudy et al., 2018), spatial interactions around tablets are fine grained and thus require a micro-analytic approach to identify them. The video analysis we conducted allowed us to capture children’s relational micro behaviours, such as pointing or tilting, as they applied to the tablet surface and game task.

The Collaborative Learning Mechanism (CLM) Framework

Having produced an initial moment-to-moment descriptive account of the unfolding of children’s interactions, in a subsequent step of our analysis, we focused on identifying the collaborative patterns present within each case. This was achieved through the Collaborative Learning Mechanism (CLM) framework (Fleck et al., 2009). The CLM framework, based on a review of the psychological and learning literature on collaboration, outlines mechanisms considered important for collaborative learning. Through empirical examination of children’s collaborative tasks on multi-touch tabletop surfaces, the authors presented an extended CLM tabletop version of the framework. This CLM tabletop framework identifies both verbal and physical examples of mechanisms of collaborative discussion and mechanisms of coordinating collaboration observed when children collaborated around a multi-touch tabletop (see Table 1). The choice to use the CLM was made because of its grounding in a review of theories of collaborative learning, its contextualisation of these theories to digital surfaces, and its recognition of multimodal collaborative behaviours. Thus, while the CLM framework aligns with our theoretical view on collaboration, it also recognises the specificity of surface technologies. We briefly introduce the CLM tabletop mechanisms that support the two facets of collaboration, i.e. ‘collaborative discussion and action’ and ‘coordinating collaborative discussion and action’, and the new additions we made to the framework in adapting it to create a CLM tablet version of the framework.

Collaborative Discussion and Action

The mechanisms of collaborative discussion described in Fleck et al. (2009) included ways in which children both verbally and physically made and accepted (task-based) suggestions, as they worked together around the tabletop. For example, not only did children verbally suggest ideas about how they might solve the task to their peers, they also physically gestured to explain, or demonstrated their suggestions by moving icons on the tabletop. Similarly, they did not just listen to each other’s suggestions and agree with them, they also watched what others did, and physically enacted other’s suggestions by way of agreement. However, in their research they found that children did not always immediately agree with each other, and collaborative discussion often included negotiation and even disagreement, as Mercer and Wegerif (1998) have also reported. While this negotiation involved strategic actions, e.g. watching and responding to each other’s suggestions, children also engaged in explicit disagreements, e.g. blocking others’ interaction either physically by: shielding areas of the tablet; touching icons on the surface meaning no-one else could move them (touch-blocking); or by knocking other children’s arms out the way. However, it was observed that these explicit disagreements often led to children explaining and justifying their ideas in order to break the impasse, and thus, in some cases, were part of successful collaborative discussion.

Coordinating Collaborative Discussion and Action

The mechanisms of coordinating collaboration are described in CLM as those that ensured children were able to maintain joint awareness of what each other were doing and thinking when interacting with the tabletop surface task. In addition to the mechanisms of collaborative learning introduced above, which necessarily require joint awareness and attention, coordination mechanisms included verbal coordination behaviours such as narrations i.e. children voicing out what they are doing in order to enable the monitoring of each other’s activities. They also involved physical coordination behaviours such as intrusions – whereby one child’s physical interaction on the tabletop accidentally intruded into what another child was doing, bringing their attention together.
Table 1 CLM Tablet Framework, extended from the CLM Tabletop Framework (Fleck et al. (2009)). Items with * are from the CLM Tabletop framework but were not observed around tablets in our research. Items with ** were observed around tablets and are additions we have made to the mechanisms reported in Fleck et al. (2009).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanisms of Collaborative Discussion and Action</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Making Suggestions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbally suggesting ideas, giving opinions</td>
<td>MS-V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physically (e.g. gesturing, demonstrating own ideas or opinions)</td>
<td>MS-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accepting Suggestions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening to and watching others</td>
<td>AS-LW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrating other’s ideas</td>
<td>AS-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asking for opinions or ideas</td>
<td>AS-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asking for clarifications of other’s suggestions</td>
<td>AS-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making, watching and responding to each other’s suggestions, opinions, questions (as above)</td>
<td>N-MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making and demonstrating alternative suggestions</td>
<td>N-AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagreeing – explaining/justifying own ideas, verbal blocking, physical blocking (shielding, touch-blocking, knocking others’ hands away), undoing.</td>
<td>N-D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanisms for Coordinating Collaborative Discussion and Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maintaining joint awareness and attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrusions *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation of access ** - ensuring own/others visual (and physical) access to the screen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn-taking**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking turns to physically interact; verbally discussing turns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CLM tabletop framework describes the mechanisms and the manifestation of behaviours which are associated with ‘effective collaborative learning’ around tabletops. In our research, the CLM tabletop framework was used in a top down analysis of the three cases to identify collaborative mechanisms around the tablets in relation to those previously described around multi-touch tabletops. In addition, the initial bottom up analysis carried out revealed additional mechanisms and behaviours used by children in their collaborative learning around tablets, i.e. regulation of access to the tablet and turn-taking, and was used to generate an initial instantiation of a CLM tablet framework (see Table 1). Regulation of access was considered an additional mechanism for maintaining joint awareness and attention, and included any discussion or action the children engaged in in order to ensure either themselves or their partner had visual (and physical) access to the tablet. Turn-taking was considered as an additional mechanism for coordinating collaborative discussion and action, and included taking turns or sharing of physical interaction with the tablet, and any discussion related to negotiating this.

The next section presents the three case studies in detail. In each case we describe the temporal interactions between children with collaboration mechanisms from the CLM tablet framework appearing in brackets. Each case is followed by a brief interpretive analysis that identifies the different factors that contributed, or impeded, in achieving effective collaboration.

5 Findings

Case study 1

Descriptive temporal analysis

The two children, Daniel and Arthur, do not make explicit rules about their coordination. Both initially have a physical role in the activity [TT]. Arthur holds the tablet with one hand ensuring both he and Daniel have visual and physical access to the screen [JAA-RA] and Daniel uses his hand to make game choices [MS-P]. The children play the ‘Junk Yard’ game. Daniel takes the lead in choosing the correct word splits. He verbalises what he is doing aloud [JAA-N], e.g. words chosen, game strategies employed, game performance, as Arthur watches [AS-LW]. At times, there is a performative element in how Daniel engages in these narrations with the tone of his voice changing when he is successful, or when he fails to progress. Arthur watches Daniel’s actions on the tablet primarily taking the role of the listener [AS-LW]. There are only a few moments when Arthur engages in narration himself. On those occasions he mirrors Daniel by vocalising a
word split ‘un/happy’ and a game strategy ‘quick!’ [JAA-N]. Therefore, the stream of narrations appears to come from Daniel who is controlling the game. Daniel vocalises the correct response and at times Arthur interprets this as a suggestion, in turn making the game choice [AS-D]. In addition to this, Arthur claims his own expertise and subtly interjects by tapping on the screen [MS-P]. Each time Daniel chooses the correct word response [MS-P], Arthur watches and listens to Daniel’s suggestion [AS-LW] and uses his finger to successfully stack the junk in a row [MS-P] [N-MA; TT].

Half way through the session, the children ask the tutor for support having lost their place in the game. With the tutor’s help, they choose a new game, the ‘Field’ (see Fig 1). In this game the children must identify which linguistic rules apply to a stream of suffixed words that appear one by one. Unlike the ‘Junk Yard’ game, this game is not timed. It is here that the consistent pattern of dynamics observed in the previous game play between the two children shift as they encounter new words.

In the ‘Field’ game, both Daniel and Arthur have individual turns [TT], where they independently choose a game response (a linguistic rule). Turn-taking does not inhibit the social interaction. Instead, children’s interactions are interlocked. At each turn, one child has a go at vocalising the target word [MS-V] (sometimes both children vocalise together) while the other child chooses the response [AS-D]. Moreover, at times the children support each other’s understanding. When Daniel suffixes as he vocalises a target word [JAA-N], Arthur repeats the word in its correct form [MS-V]. In a similar interaction, when a new word ‘getting’ appears, Daniel announces the ‘doubling’ rule that applies to it [MS-V]. Prompted by Arthur’s question ‘is it?’ Daniel goes on to explain the rule to Arthur [AS-C]. As the session unfolds, Daniel starts to verbalise each target word and in turn asking, or directing his gaze on [MS-V], Arthur for his thoughts, who accepts these suggestions [AS-A] while occasionally interjecting with his own [N-MA]. This questioning gives a voice to both children to make equal suggestions. Throughout this second game play there are only two occasions in which Daniel has the opportunity to support Arthur but doesn’t.

**Reflections from case 1**

It is clear that the two children perceive their interactions with the game as a joint, or collaborative, activity: i.e. they work together towards a shared goal to successfully complete the game. Evidence of this is verbally expressed when Daniel vocalises the outcome of their mutual performance ‘we only got one wrong!’ or in another moment when the two children synchronise a narration of the correct response ‘po-si-tion’. In placing the tablet between them on the table they maintain joint access to the tablet at all times. Although they do take turns to physically control the game, both children attend to and are engaged in the task - i.e. maintain joint attention – in short iterative turns. Therefore, the placing of the tablet and the nature of touch-screen interaction makes it possible for the children to seamlessly switch who makes physical actions in the game.

This case shows the impact of the game task on collaborative conversation. During the second ‘Field’ game, both the children make, accept and ask for suggestions about the learning content of the game, and there is evidence of negotiation where they disagree, explain and learn from each other. Additionally, joint attention is performed and maintained by both children. In contrast, during the first ‘Junk Yard’ game, although they both maintain joint awareness through positioning the tablet in a way that ensures they both always have visual and physical access to the screen, Daniel facilitates the pair’s joint awareness on the game’s learning aims through his narrations, and there are missed opportunities for Daniel to explain his thinking, or to encourage meaningful contributions from Arthur. Whilst both children make suggestions, Daniel’s are about the learning content, whereas Arthur’s are only about the game mechanics. Therefore, the way in which the pair divides the game play does not support them both making an intellectual learning contribution to the game.

**Case 2**

**Descriptive temporal analysis**

Sam and Kyle set the tablet on the table. Spatially the tablet sits between them, so that both can see it and have equal access to it [JAA-RA]. They decide to take turns with each child having a single turn with the game [TT]. Sam declares his preferred game ‘I want to go to the junk thing (Junk Yard) Kyle!’ [MS-V]. Kyle starts to play first. Sam appears to be distracted. His attention is not focused on the tablet, or what Kyle is doing. He speaks with the other two children who are in the room playing on another tablet, missing that Kyle has played at least once. Sam asks Kyle ‘what did you do?’ and Kyle alerts Sam that he has already had a turn [TT]. However, Sam’s attention is quickly diverted back to other things going on in the room. He checks back with Kyle asking if he is ‘nearly there’ [TT] establishing his right to have a turn. Observing Sam’s directed attention on the game, Kyle vocalises narrations of what is happening in the game [JAA-N]. His turn ends with Sam claiming his turn ‘now, I go!’ [TT]. Kyle chooses a game for Sam and hands over the tablet [MS-P]; [TT], to which Sam protests and selects his preferred game ‘Junk Yard’ [N-D].

Similar to Sam’s response in his role as an observer, Kyle initiates and engages in conversation with the other two children in the room, only momentarily gazing at the tablet screen to see what Sam is doing. It is only on one occasion when the interaction between the children becomes interrelated. While Sam is playing, he is perceived by Kyle to struggle with stacking the junk in one of the games. Kyle steps in claiming some expertise ‘I know how to get them in a row’ [N-AS]. Sam puts his head on the table watching Kyle interacting with his game from the side [AS-LW], but eventually reclaims his turn by placing his fingers on the screen and resuming the sole control [N-D]. After this, Kyle becomes disruptive to Sam’s game play. Twice he draws Sam into a tangential conversation with the other children in the room.
Later he hugs Sam who resists bringing his own attention resources back to the game: 'Stop! Am I on the right game?'. Toward the end of Sam's game play, Kyle begins to disrupt his game choices by intentionally choosing the wrong response. This results in Sam failing in the game and changing his spatial arrangement of the tablet by placing the device in between his arms to protect it until his turn is over.

Reflections from case 2

In contrast to case 1, this pair mostly employs an individual orientation to the game and there is no evidence that the children are working together towards a shared goal. Rather they perceive themselves as having to ‘wait’ to take their turn whilst the other child is playing. Whilst it is possible to see evidence of some of the behaviours described in the CLM tabletop framework, it is also clear that these are rarely evidence of the collaborative mechanisms working well or leading to effective collaboration. For example, turn-taking behaviours do not coordinate collaboration, but rather coordinate a sequence of individual work. There are examples of physical blocking and disagreement, which do not then lead to negotiation, but rather a breakdown in conversation and joint attention on the task. Similarly, to case 1, the two children initially regulate access to the tablet by placing it between them so they can both see/have access to the screen. However, this spatial arrangement does not lead to coordinating conversation or action, and there is very little joint attention. As each of the children plays the game, the other is distracted. Most of the utterances supporting coordinating collaboration serve the purposes of supporting individual turn-taking. Kyle maintains joint attention and collaborative conversation at one point when Sam is physically in control of the game. However, this seemingly productive event also leads to Kyle reclaiming the tablet from Sam. When Sam takes back control, Kyle becomes disruptive to Sam’s game play evidencing his individual orientation. As a result, there is almost no productive coordination or collaborative conversation in evidence during this interaction.

Case 3

Descriptive temporal analysis

Penny begins her game play exclaiming ‘I have got all the characters!’ to indicate her previous success in the game. Unlike the other two pairs of children (case 1 and 2) who were playing with a generic account, it is Penny’s game account and tablet that Nina is sharing. Initially Nina mirrors Penny’s language by repeating that she too has all the characters in her game account. As Penny vocalises a game choice ‘I’m going to go to him. I’m going to go to the train guy’ [JAA-N], Nina states the same preference as Penny [MS-V, AS-LW]. Nina’s language could foster mutuality and a sense of a joint goal. Yet, Penny does not respond and keeps the tablet close to her upper body while she plays. Finding it effortful to get a view of the screen, Nina bangs her hand on the table, and raises her voice ‘Come on! I cannot see! Put it here!’ [JAA-RA]. She points to the table and Penny follows suit by lowering the tablet. Quickly both children become momentarily drawn into a conversation with the other two children in the room. While Nina continues to engage in this discussion, Penny turns away from Nina, raises the tablet close to her body and continues her game play. Penny vocalises once what she is doing, namely engaging in game talk [JAA-N], which draws Nina’s attention to the screen. Nina occasionally looks at Penny’s screen moving her eye gaze away to examine what everyone else is doing, and on occasion gets involved in conversations with the other two children.

Penny controls how the girls play. In the first turn-taking, she hands over the tablet to Nina [T] having chosen the ‘Mail Delivery’ game for her (see Figure 1) [MS-P]. Penny goes on to advise Nina how to navigate the game ‘follow the yellow thing’ [MS-V]. Nina resists this suggestion raising her voice ‘I know! I know!’ [N-D]. Unlike the spatial configuration previously chosen by Penny, Nina places the tablet close to the table [JAA-RA], vocalises her game play [JAA-N], and Penny looks attentively to the screen [AS-LW]. Suddenly Nina vocalises that a monkey in the game is coming close [JAA-N] thus risking the loss of the bananas she had so far collected (and those that Penny had previously earned outside the session). Penny quickly interjects ‘don’t lose my bananas!’ and advises Nina to move fast [MS-V]. After a focused moment of game play where both children remain silent, Penny places her hands on the tablet saying ‘wait let me fix it’ [N-D]. Penny takes complete control and moves the tablet close to her body.

With Penny now in control of Nina’s game, the interactions between the two children seem to initially mirror the same pattern as before. When Penny suddenly calls out ‘monkey, monkey, monkey!’ [JAA-N] to reflect her game state Nina attends to the screen and then asks her peers ‘why do the monkeys come after you?’ engaging in game talk [AS-A]. After a short conversation about the monkeys eating the banana rewards, Penny’s frustration with Nina’s previous game play becomes explicit as she replies ‘(there are no bananas) because you wasted them’. While Nina defends her position, Penny rejects this and reasserts her claim once more [N-D]. Penny so far has expressed dominance over territoriality and game choice. She now extends this dominance into Nina’s game performance.

Nina claims her next turn [TT]. The interactions between the children are similar to those before, though in this round Nina performs well in the game. When Penny resumes her turn on the tablet, the dynamics between the two children change. Nina who has so far taken a passive and peripheral interest to Penny’s narrations of game play begins to interpret these narrations as points for negotiation challenging Penny’s vocalised game choices for the both of them [N-AS]. Instead of only verbally negotiating her views, Nina attempts to influence the game choice by leaning in and clicking on the tablet [N-AS] as Penny flings her fingers away [N-D]. These physical negotiations finally result in Penny asking Nina what game she wants to play and setting it up for her in a final game turn [AS-A].
**Reflections from case 3**

Despite Nina’s initial effort to create a collaborative perception of the activity, Nina and Penny seem to approach the game with very different perspectives on their collaboration. As Penny both verbally and spatially defines this as a solitary activity playing on ‘her game’, through her actions and words, Nina shows a collaborative orientation. Similar to case 2, the children explicitly coordinate their turn-taking. However, this initial coordination is followed by collaborative conversation only when Nina is playing. Nina performs ‘the work’ of joint awareness by putting the tablet on the table so they can both see, narrating what she is doing and asking for Penny’s suggestions. Penny seems to participate in Nina’s collaborative arrangement out of self-interest to maintain her control over the game play. This becomes evident when Penny plays. Discouraging Nina’s input into her turn by physically controlling the space, she provides minimal information about what she is doing. This results in Nina’s inability to maintain joint attention, and Nina’s final physical dominance over Penny’s over-regulation of the game play. Whist Nina does attempt to disagree and express her own opinion of events (negotiate) this is not successful until she more assertively physically negotiates at the end of the game, which could be viewed as a positive achievement. However, overall, there is limited evidence that this pair shares the same collaborative goal and the collaborative conversation throughout remains on general game talk related to maintaining/losing rewards, rather than the learning aims of the game.

**Discussion**

Tablets have become a pervasive learning tool within everyday classrooms. Yet, little is known regarding how these devices are used by children who are paired to work together. Our research examined the types of interactions that occurred around the tablets in order to understand if, when and how collaboration happens. Previous research has often taken a narrow view on collaboration, for example by looking only at learning outcomes or examining the collaborative potential of specific learning tasks and technological set ups, looking for evidence of particular collaborative behaviours such as types of talk, or scoping the analysis to the examination of recognisable instances of effective collaboration. In contrast, we view collaboration as a socially constructed process – where technology shapes collaboration as much as learners’ motivations and their relational dynamics – and where collaboration is not fixed but temporal (Mercer, 1994). This view was reflected in our methodological choice to employ a case study approach and video analysis of the interactions of three pairs of children sharing a tablet game. We conducted micro-level coding of each video combined

---

**Table 2 Summary of children’s behaviors across the three case studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanisms of Collaborative Discussion and Action</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Making Suggestions</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physically (e.g. gesturing, demonstrating own ideas or opinions)</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accepting Suggestions</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening to and watching others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrating other’s ideas</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asking for opinions or ideas</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asking for clarifications of other’s suggestions</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiation</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making, watching and responding to each other’s suggestions, opinions, questions (as above)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making and demonstrating alternative suggestions</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagreeing – explaining/justifying own ideas, verbal blocking, physical blocking (shielding, touch-blocking, knocking others’ hands away), undoing.</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanisms for Coordinating Collaborative Discussion and Action</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maintaining joint awareness and attention</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrusions*</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation of access ** - ensuring own/others visual (and physical) access to the screen.</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Turn-taking’**</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with the use of the CLM framework to identify the presence of collaboration mechanisms previously described as indicating children’s effective collaborative tabletop interactions. Table 1 shows that many of these collaborative mechanisms also manifest when children use a game designed for single use on a tablet – though these do not always indicate or lead to effective collaboration. Table 1 also demonstrates that tablet surfaces change how collaboration is coordinated (mechanisms for coordinating collaborative discussion and action), more so than how collaborative discussion is held (mechanisms of collaborative discussion and action), reflecting the impact of the tablet resource on coordination.

Revisiting the claim that collaborative learning is shaped by the design of the hardware, the software and learning task, as well as the learners’ ways of engaging with the task and with each other (also Mercer, 1994), our analysis sheds light on these dimensions as they shape children’s interactions with single player games on tablets. Our aim was to understand the process of collaboration that unfolds in order to orchestrate it more effectively. In what we term collaborative orientation we report that children’s (learners’) attitude toward each other determines how symmetrical their actions and contributions are. We go on to discuss how the tablet (hardware) impacts on coordination and finally we show the role of the game (software/learning task) in mediating the type of collaborative discussion and action occurring between the pairs. We next discuss these themes drawing implications for theory, collaborative practice and technology design.

Collaborative Orientation

Each pair of children interacted with a single player game using one tablet. In contrast to multi-touch tabletops, which can be designed to facilitate either joint or parallel activity (Tissenbaum et al., 2017), the games examined in this study did not foster an explicit shared goal in the task, nor did the single player game set up make it possible for both children to play at the same time. It was functionally possible for a child to complete the games by themselves, and collaboration was not necessary to accomplish the task. As a result, children’s collaborative orientation, i.e. their positive attitude toward working with each other and their motivation to see each other succeed, became a pre-requisite condition to fluid and effective collaboration on the tablet. Collaboration was consistently practiced only in one of the three pairs (case 1). In line with a social interdependence lens where ‘the actions of individuals promote the achievement of joint goals’ (Johnson and Johnson, 2009) this pair of children approached the game tasks as a shared activity and collaboration in itself became the shared goal. Whereas recent research has questioned whether a shared task goal is always necessary in collaboration (Tissenbaum et al., 2017), our study shows that alongside a concern over task goals, the goal to collaborate is equally important and thus the collaborative orientation children bring to the task is particularly critical when the learning task itself is not designed to engender joint activity, or to allow children’s parallel participation.

One way to encourage a collaborative orientation is to pair up children who are more likely to work constructively with other. However, Dillenbourg (1999) explains the complexities in ascertaining how to set up the initial conditions of collaboration in terms of prior friendships, gender, group composition and so on. This was also evidenced in our case study 1 and 3, where despite the prior friendship of the children, the collaboration dynamics between them were very different. To counteract this, Mercer et al. (2004) found that coaching children to engage in effective conversation with each other when conducting collaborative tasks increased their amount of exploratory talk during learning tasks, suggesting that when children are taught strategies for more effective talk they also take a better collaborative orientation to such tasks. Despite this promising approach, in a yearlong ethnographic study in Danish schools, Davidsen (2016) showed that teachers who subscribed to the collaborative use of tablets in their classroom were themselves not clear how to support children’s collaboration in practice. Adding to Davidsen (2016) who suggest that teaching practice must focus on facilitating children’s perspective taking, shared meaning and goals, we also posit that children’s collaborative orientation can be fostered through scaffolds that encourage the intertwined verbal and physical interactions on the tablet we observed during productive collaboration episodes. Similarly, this recommendation could be applied to multitouch tabletop tasks where collaboration can also be disrupted when children lack a collaborative orientation (see Ioannou et al., 2013).

Identifying the different forms of dependence, Johnson and Johnson (2009) briefly introduce social dependence, i.e., where one person’s goal achievements depend on another’s actions. Our research shows how social dependence can have a negative impact on collaboration. Within case 3, Penny’s desire to see Nina succeed was directed by her own goals to preserve her game score. Though Penny initially supported Nina’s game play with collaborative conversation, when Nina’s game performance was not perceived to be optimal, Penny became quickly competitive and dominant over Nina. Thus, our study highlights that single player tablet games that additionally bring attention to personal scores and other performance measures can contribute to, and intensify, an individualistic orientation. With the rise of personalised education technologies, further research is needed to explore the ways in which the design of learning technology impacts on children’s learning identities and their collaborative orientation toward each other.

Coordinating Collaboration

All of the pairs, at times, placed the tablet in shared view of each other. This spatial arrangement allowed both children to gauge what was happening in the game play. However, it was only the children from case 1 who coordinated collaboration and engaged in collaborative conversation throughout game play. What is notable is that these mechanisms were closely coupled, i.e., children engaged in task talk and coordinated action at the same time. Focusing on the material resource, i.e., the tablet, joint attention was maintained through both visual and, subsequently, physical access to the tablet. Drawing from our findings, we suggest that the placement of the tablet in relation to the children is essential to enable joint attention. Moreover, a physical design of the tablet that limits portability and increases joint visibility can
potentially play a role in disrupting children’s private use of the tablet. Despite this design implication, however, it is important to recognise that access to the tablet was a necessary but not sufficient condition for collaboration. This was evidenced in case 2 where even though both children had view of the screen, their joint attention was particularly weak. We believe this was shaped as much by the children’s lack of collaborative orientation, as by the sequenced form of turn-taking they agreed to take.

As we argued earlier, the use of the CLM framework enabled us to recognise that collaborative mechanisms observed around multi-touch tabletops also manifest around tablets. However, as Table 1 indicates, coordination around tablets, in particular, also differed in several ways. For example, turn-taking was not included in the CLM tabletop framework suggesting it was not an important way in which children coordinated their collaboration around tabletops. This might have been because the CLM tabletop framework was based on interactions in an open-ended task around a multi-touch tabletop, and previous work has already suggested that there is less explicit turn-taking talk in a multi-touch tabletop task compared to a single-touch version of the same task (Harris et al., 2009). Therefore, we may have observed more turn-taking talk due to the single-touch nature of the game. In addition to children’s discussion of turn-taking, however, we also observed the act of physically taking turns whilst around the tablets as a mechanism for coordinating collaboration. Again, the larger format and multi-touch nature of the tabletops, on which the CLM tabletop framework was based, enabled simultaneous interaction in a way that the smaller tablet did not – hence perhaps leading to a more explicit ‘turn-taking’ around the tablet. Our findings corroborate Falloon (2015) who found that despite the possibility for multi-touch interactions on tablets, children are more likely to negotiate turn-taking. Whereas in case 1 turn-taking did not limit collaborative discussion similar to what Jensen et al. (2016) reported, the other two pairs of children, who also coordinated through turn-taking, did not often engage in discussion with one another during the game play. Therefore, while turn-taking was important in coordinating collaboration, this was only facilitative of collaborative learning if both children recognised they had a continuing role in the task even when the other child was physically interacting with the tablet.

Regulation of access to the tablet played an important role in coordinating collaboration and maintaining joint attention. This included children ensuring they had visual, and physical, access to the tablet, and on occasion they deliberately placed or oriented the tablet towards their partner to ensure they also had access, and to invite collaborative input. The children sometimes did this to indicate a change in turn. Given the portability of the tablet it was possible for children to completely move it away from their peer, excluding him/her from participating. This is similar to the mechanism ‘physical blocking’ described around multi-touch tabletop surfaces, where children have been found to protect a limited area or part of the surface, or control access to it. Seemingly ‘negative’ behaviours, such as blocking or intruding, have been found around multi-touch tabletops and tangibles, to protect children’s own ideas or suggestions as part of a process of negotiation, and to bring children more closely together on the task (Falcao and Price, 2009; Fleck et al., 2009). However, around the tablets, the children used blocking access to the tablet as a means of dominating in the task, with little evidence that this led to effective negotiation. This could be attributed to a number of reasons in the cases we observed in our study, including that it was easier to completely block access to the tablet, that the task could be successfully completed individually without requiring any help, and to children’s lack of a collaborative orientation to the task. Therefore, such blocking could be seen as an example of preventing the other person from having visual (and physical) access to the tablet (i.e. the opposite of regulation of access). However, as this was not associated with maintaining joint attention it was not included in our CLM tablets version of the framework (which describes the mechanisms of effective collaboration only).

As Table 2 illustrates, across the case studies we also did not observe any examples of the intrusions as described around tabletops in Fleck et al. (2009), where children accidentally physically interrupted one another (usually by reaching across the table) as they were carrying out the task, drawing their attention together. We hypothesise this is because it was less possible for children to be working independently during the game play, and the small form factor of the tablet made it unlikely that a child be unaware of something the other child was doing on the tablet, unless they were focused away from the tablet.

Importance of the Game Mechanic in Collaborative Conversation

Several empirical studies suggest that the learning task may have a potential impact on collaborative conversation. Falloon and Khoo (2014) compare findings from two separate studies they conducted to posit that open-ended learning tasks may facilitate more critical and thoughtful collaborative conversation between children as compared to closed learning tasks. Contrasting young children’s collaborative use of closed apps (e.g. quizzes) with open-ended apps (e.g. telling a story), Kucirkova et al. (2014) found that children tended to present higher exploratory talk during the open-ended tasks, arguing that this is perhaps due to the multiple solutions these tasks encourage. Our study contributes a new understanding of the collaborative potential of closed tasks through micro level reflections coming from cases 1 and 3.

In case 1, children first played the ‘Junk Yard’, a timed game with a dual learning and game goal. Under the pressure of time the children split the task in a way that led to Daniel narrating the intellectual contributions, and Arthur executing Daniel’s choices, or making contributions in achieving the goals of the game mechanics (i.e., stacking the junk). This division of labour was also documented by Jensen et al. (2016) in a multiple tablet collaborative task where one child verbally suggested the action with the other executing it. Division of labour has been previously observed when a more able partner is working with a less able one and a division of labour is set-up where the less able participant is given the more mechanical task. Radziszewska and Rogoff (1991) describe how this leads to missed opportunities for the more able participant to scaffold or extend the learning of the less able participant, and suggests facilitating ‘guided participation’ as
a way to encourage this. However, when the same pair of children played the 'Field' game (which had no timed element, or a dual mechanic) it became apparent that both were capable of making symmetric and equal suggestions, as well as engaging in critical negotiation. In contrast to children’s game play of 'Junk Yard' in case 1, where contributions were asymmetrical yet focused on the learning content, case 3 highlighted the impact of the game over the learning. When Nina and Penny played the 'Mail Delivery' game (with mechanics akin to the 'Junk Yard') Penny’s collaborative conversation only focused on supporting Nina to gain game rewards (i.e., bananas) rather than support her with the learning aim of the game to correctly syllabify words.

Though open-ended tasks might give children the opportunity to engage in more effective collaborative conversation (Falloon and Khoo, 2014) as exemplified through Daniel’s and Arthur’s interactions we find evidence that closed tasks can also foster effective collaborative conversation. The conclusion was also reached by Wegerif (1996), who found children were very able to engage in effective collaborative talk during directive tasks, after receiving training in how best to discuss with each other. Grounded in our observations from Nina’s and Penny’s interactions we propose that the collaborative potential of closed tasks may depend on how well they focus the child’s attention on the learning content, rather than the game elements of the task, and the time they provide to children to engage in meaningful talk. However, more research is needed to understand the impact of closed task dimensions on collaborative discussion. For example, one type of ‘making and accepting suggestions’ behaviour, from the CLM tabletops framework, that we observed very little evidence of around the tablets in our cases, was asking for clarification of other’s suggestions (see Table 2). Whilst we cannot say conclusively why this was, one possible reason is that the game did not require complex ideas or plans to be created or explained by the children, thus limiting misunderstandings or the need for this kind of clarification.

Conclusion
Motivated by the everyday use of tablets in schools, the goal of this research was to understand if and how the collaborative learning process occurs when pairs of children engage in single player apps on a tablet, such as a literacy game, in order to inform best practice in these situations, and the design of new apps that facilitate collaboration around tablets. In three case studies, we applied bottom up and top down analysis using a framework previously developed to capture effective collaboration on tabletop surfaces, the CLM. Our findings provide new theoretical insights on how a collaborative process around tablets manifests, as well as implications for design and practice. We find that children interacting around tablets engage in similar patterns of collaborative discussion to those observed in multi-touch tabletops. Symmetrical collaborative discussion, however, depends on whether the learning technology maintains focus on the learning objective and also leaves space for the learners to engage in talk. Alongside showing how closed tasks may inhibit or facilitate effective collaborative discussion, our study provides criteria for designing digital tasks that foster collaborative discussion as well as choosing digital apps (such as games) that support effective collaboration in classroom tablet use. Compared to multi-touch tabletops, we show that tablets change how children coordinate their collaboration. Turn-taking, in particular, which is often used in schools to regulate children’s access to resources, can in some cases hinder collaborative discussion. Our study shows the importance of approaching turn-taking as part of a co-constructed space where both children have roles to contribute to the task, through verbal and/or physical actions. In providing children with digital apps that lack a shared goal, it is ever more important to foster their collaborative orientation. Finally, using the CLM framework allowed us to compare collaborative learning around the tablet to an established body of research with tabletops, and it also allowed us to contextualise the framework to tablet-based interactions contributing a methodological tool for future research in this area. Recognising the specific age and learning profile of our participants, we hope future research will corroborate our findings with other child populations.
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